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Abstract : 
 

This laboratory examines the history and modern understanding of the nature of photons. Their              
complex nature is analyzed through conducting two hallmark experiments. In the first            
experiment, known as the Young’s Double Slit, the interference of single photons is achieved in               
order to confirm the wave nature of photons without the knowledge of “which-path”             
information. In the second experiment, known as the Quantum Eraser, a Mach-Zehnder            
interferometer is utilized to prove the wave-particle duality of photons. An analyzing polarizer is              
placed at the output of the interferometer to determine the “which-path” information of the              
photons. If “which-path” information is available, the photons demonstrate particle-like          
behavior. In the absence of “which-path” information, the photons exhibit wave-like behavior.            
The fringe visibility is shown to obey Malus’ Law for the angle of the analyzing polarizer. In                 
both experiments, a comparison is conducted between conventional CCD and EM-CCD           
cameras. It is found that EM-CCD cameras are less restricted by signal-to-noise limitations             
compared to conventional CCD cameras. Furthermore, the EM-CCD accumulation mode          
produces images that exceed the limitations of the standard EM-CCD mode through the stacking              
of several images. Thus, the prefered image capture method for single photon counting is              
determined to be the EM-CCD accumulation mode. Finally, the Mach-Zehnder interferometer is            
aligned by overlapping the two spots from the two arms of the interferometer at the output and at                  
a distance far away.  
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Introduction: 
 
In the late 1600’s, building off the analogies of René Descartes, Sir Isaac Newton pioneered the                
idea that light is composed of particles. The man who is largely responsible for the development                
of classical mechanics believed that light is refracted due to its acceleration into a denser               
medium. However, this classical view of the photon as a particle appeared to be contradicted in                
1804, when Thomas Young observed through experimentation characteristics of light compatible           
with that of a wave. The wave theory of light was born and then perpetuated by the mathematical                  
physicist, James Maxwell, who tied together the phenomenon of electricity and magnetism with             
light. 
 

 
Equations 1: Maxwell’s equations. They describe      
how electric and magnetic fields propagate and       
interact within the physical world. 

  
Heinrich Hertz later validated Maxwell’s assertion that electromagnetic waves propagate in           
space at the speed of light. Through the generation and detection of radio waves, Hertz               
demonstrated that electromagnetic waves exhibit the same properties as visible light; therefore,            
Maxwell had correctly concluded that light is a form of electromagnetic radiation. Around the              
late 1800’s, Hendrik Lorentz combined Maxwell’s theory and oscillator models for light-matter            
interactions to further the understanding of how light behaves with the physical world. Lorentz              
formulated that atoms are composed of charged particles that can oscillate to produce light.1 Yet,               
certain experimental results did not align with the theories of the time. One of these               
unexplainable phenomenons was the spectrum of blackbody radiation, also referred to as the UV              
catastrophe, where an increasing frequency could result in an infinite amount of energy being              
emitted by a blackbody source.  
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Figure 1: Plot showing the discrepancy between what is         
experimentally observed versus what is classically predicted for        
the temperature of an object and the spectrum of blackbody          
radiation that is emitted. 

  
However, thanks to the postulate of Max Planck in 1905, that radiated energy can only be                
emitted in discrete packets or quanta (E = hυ), the blackbody radiation phenomenon was              
explained.2 This fundamental idea of light energy being quantized began the more modern             
understanding of light that is quantum theory.  
 
Niels Bohr furthered the molecular understanding of quantum theory by his modeling of atom              
structures. He proposed that electrons can exist in different energy states and that they can drop                
from a higher-energy orbit to a lower-energy orbit by emitting a discrete amount of energy.3               
During the early development of quantum theory in 1926, Gilbert Lewis coined the phrase              
“photon” to describe this quantized light energy that quantum theory had discovered.4 Albert             
Einstein used this concept to explain incident light upon metals resulting in the emission of               
electrons, known as the photoelectric effect. Experimentally, past theories would correlate the            
emission of electrons to energy transfer, but it was instead observed that the electrons would only                
emit when the incident light was equal to or above a threshold frequency. Ironically, this result                
was proved by physicist Robert Millikan trying to disprove Einstein and further validated             
quantum theory by confirming the existence of quantized light. Furthermore, the photoelectric            
effect called into question the belief that light solely behaved as a wave. Wave theory incorrectly                
predicts that the irradiance of the incident light affects the energy of the emitted electrons,               
whereas the idea of particles bunching up over time until reaching a threshold corroborates with               
the results. Arthur Compton continued this investigation into the theories of light with his              
discovery of the Compton effect, in which X-rays scattered by free electrons exhibited less              
energy than the original X-rays. The observed shift in wavelength could not be accurately              
explained by the wave theory of light; instead, it demonstrated the particle nature of light. At                
almost the same time that this evidence was giving credence back to the particle interpretation of                
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light, Louis de Broglie hypothesized that all matter has wave properties (λdb = h/p), and Erwin                
Schrödinger laid the basis for wave mechanics with his equations. 

 
Equations 2: Schrödinger’s equations. These equations describe the behaviors of a           
dynamic system and can be used to calculate information such as the quantized             
energy, the probability density, and the expected value of the system. In quantum             
mechanics, they are the analogous to Newton’s second law for classical mechanics. 

  
Through extensive scientific inquiry into the properties and nature of light, a paradigm shift              
occurred in how we understand and model photons. Quantum mechanics established itself as the              
most complete theory by describing the behavior of light as both a wave and a particle.2 
 

Theoretical Background: 
 
When investigating a physical construct like the photon, as many of the aforementioned Nobel              
Prize winners dedicated their lives to doing so, a fundamental component is determining whether              
photons act like particles or waves. This lab utilizes two hallmark experiments known as the               
Young’s Double Slit and the quantum eraser to observe the wave-particle duality of photons.  
  

 
Figure 2: Setup for the classic Young’s       
Double Slit experiment. The top image      
depicts waves interfering after going     
through the slits. The bottom image      
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depicts particles directly hitting the     
screen after going through the slits. 

  
In the Young’s Double Slit experiment, a coherent, monochromatic light source directly            
impinges a pair of parallel slits and some of the light propagates to an observation screen behind                 
the slits. To simplify the experiment, imagine that one photon is being individually sent through               
the slits N times and a detector is placed at the slits in order to record that the photon passed                    
through for a very large N. Theoretically, if the photons behave like particles, the pattern               
observed at the screen is a well illuminated image of the two slits over an increasing                
accumulation time (i.e. a very large N). The probability distribution of photons over time at the                
observation screen is the summation of two Gaussians corresponding with the positions of their              
respective slits. If the photons behave like waves, then the pattern observed at the screen is an                 
interference pattern of alternating dark and bright bands over an increasing accumulation time.             
The probability distribution of photons over time at the observation screen is that of a cosine                
squared function with it being modulated by a sinc squared function. 
 
In actuality, performing the Young’s Double Slit experiment with no detector to determine             
which path the photon took results in wave-like characteristics being observed (i.e. single photon              
interference and diffraction). However, placing a detector at the slits to determine which slit the               
single photon goes through results in particle-like characteristics (or alternatively, polarizers in a             
Mach-Zehnder interferometer). These outcomes indicate that the very act of measuring which            
slit (i.e. path) the photon goes through with the detector localizes or collapses the wave function                
such that the photon does not interfere with itself and disrupts up the spatial coherence of the                 
light. This observed phenomenon of knowing which slit the photon goes through and thus              
affecting the manner in which the photon behaves is referred to as having “which-path”              
information available.  
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Figure 3: Diagram of a Delayed Choice Quantum Eraser experiment          
that was performed in 2000. A single-generating photon laser         
impinges two slits (blue & red) and passes through a nonlinear           
crystal to perform spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC)       
so that two entangled photons are created with identical polarization,          
phase, and half of the original frequency. A “signal” photon from           
one of the slits hits detector D0 while the “idler” photon hits another             
detector 8 nanoseconds later. The coincidence counter only records         
events when both the signal and idler photons are detected.5 

  
The Delayed Choice Quantum Eraser experiment shown in Figure 1 demonstrates the concept of              
“which-path” information in quantum theory. The idler photon being detected at D3 or D4              
corresponds to the original photon only going through the blue slit or the red slit, respectively                
(i.e. “which-path” information available). The idler photon being detected at D1 or D2             
corresponds to the original photon possibly going through the blue slit and/or the red slit (i.e.                
“which-path” information not available). For idler photons detected at D3 or D4, the signal              
photons show no interference patterns ‒ instead they exhibit particle-like behavior. For idler             
photons detected at D1 or D2, interference patterns are observed for the signal photons. These               
recent experiments to probe “which-path” information confirm that the mere existence or lack of              
“which-path” information dictates the outcome of whether photons exhibit a particle-like or            
wave-like nature, respectively.6 Interestingly, because the Quantum Eraser experiment delays the           
observation of “which-path” information until after the photons are past the slit apparatus, it              
appears as if measurements on the photons alter how the photons behaved in the past (i.e. the                 
photons entered the slits as either a wave or particle) by observing the “which-path” information               
in the present. Quantum theory more accurately interprets the photons to be travelling through              
space in a superposition of states, where the photons have the ability to manifest themselves as                
either a wave or particle. This phenomenon known as wave-particle duality, which is unique to               
quantum theory, views the photons as being in a quantum state that is the manifestation of the                 
probabilities of possible measurement results.7 This quantum state yields an image of the two              
slits by performing a measurement to obtain “which-path” information for the photons, which             
localizes their wave function and removes their probabilistic nature so that photons act as              
classical particles. In the absence of “which-path” information, an interference pattern indicative            
of wave-like behavior is produced, where the bright bands correspond to high probability regions              
and the dark bands correspond to low probability regions of photon density. Wave-particle             
duality allows us to more accurately model light with its locality as a particle and its                
functionality as a wave.8 

 
Data is collected in this laboratory using an EM-CCD camera. This electron multiplying,             
charge-coupled device is capable of taking measurements at the single photon level by             
implementing a long exposure time or an EM-gain. Like a traditional CCD camera, an EM-CCD               
transfers charge between capacitive bins and contains a photoactive region connected with a             
readout register. Additionally, an EM-CCD utilizes a solid state EM-register at the end of the               
readout register to multiply signals (i.e. charges) prior to readout noise being added by the output                
charge amplifier. Thus, any readout noise is negligible and not a limit on the sensitivity of an                 
EM-CCD. The EM-gain can increase the dynamic range of the camera, but it also adds               
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additional noise in the amplification process that results in a Noise Factor greater than 1 (i.e.                
spurious charges in the image section are amplified as well). 
 

 
Figure 4: Schematic of the electron      
multiplying structure built into the     
chip of an EM-CCD.9 

 
Procedure: 

 
Experiment 1: Young’s Double Slit 
 
This section of the laboratory conducts the classic Young’s Double Slit experiment to obtain              
interference fringes and experiment with wave particle duality. The general layout of any variant              
of Young’s Double Slit can be seen below in Figure 5: 
 

 
Figure 5: Generalized Young’s Double Slit experimental       
layout. Here s is slit separation, d is slit width, and z is the              
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distance between the plane of the double slit and the image           
plane. 

 
For this experiment, the general layout in Figure 5 was followed. Here the monochromatic              
source is a 633 nm HeNe laser, with a spatial filter, neutral density filters, and a circular aperture                  
placed after it. The double slit has a slit width of of 0.08 mm and a slit separation of 0.25 mm.                     
Following the double slit, there is a series of optical density filters and then the camera. The                 
camera, iXon DV-887 EM-CCD of Andor Technologies, used in this laboratory is an improved              
camera compared to past experiments. The camera is cooled to a temperature of -60 degrees               
Celcius. A detailed layout can be found in Figure 6 and the actual setup can be found in Figure 7                    
below10: 
 

 
Figure 6: Diagram of implemented version of Young’s Double         
Slit experiment. 

 

 
Figure 7: Actual experimental setup. Note: the HeNe laser is not shown, but is located to the left                  
of the image. In this image, the optical density filters have not yet been placed before the camera. 
 
With the basic setup in Figure 6/7 established, the following experimental steps must occur: 
 

1. A power meter is placed after the output of the double slit. In darkness, so as to ensure                  
no extraneous light hits the detector, the unattenuated power of the laser after the              
double slits is measured.  
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2. The number of photons/meter is calculated from the unattenuated power measured in            
step one, and optical density filters are placed before the CCD such that there is less                
than 1 photon/meter 

3. The output after Polarizer D is aligned so that it is on the camera detector. The camera                 
cooling is turned on, and the image capture software is started. The shutter is opened               
and images can now be recorded. 

4. In conventional CCD mode, images are recorded for every 10 degrees of rotation of              
polarizer D. 36 images should be captured, covering 360 degrees of polarizer angle.             
The integration time and attenuation should be consistent for all of the images. For this               
experiment a 200 ms integration time and 6 order of attenuation were utilized. 

5. After the 36 images are captured, the polarizer is rotated to a position where it delivers                
maximum fringe contrast. Attenuation is now added so as to produce an image that is               
beyond the signal-to-noise limitations of the conventional CCD (7 orders of magnitude            
for this experiment). 

6. Now at the limit of the conventional CCD, EM-CCD mode is engaged. A picture is               
taken at the limit of the conventional CCD (7 orders of magnitude).  

7. Now, EM-CCD kinetic accumulation mode is engaged. Images are captured under           
increasing number of accumulations. 

 
Experiment 2: The Quantum Eraser 
 
In this portion of the laboratory, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer was utilized to conduct the              
classic “Quantum Eraser” experiment. This experiment explores the influence of which-path           
information and investigates the nature of wave-particle duality. The experimental setup is            
depicted in Figure 8 below10: 
 

 
Figure 8: Detailed experimental layout for Quantum Eraser. Note, here the CCD            
camera can be utilized in either CCD, EM-CCD, or accumulation modes.  

 
With the basic setup in Figure 8 established, the following experimental steps must occur: 
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1. A power meter is placed after the output of Polarizer D. In darkness, so as to ensure no                  
extraneous light hits the detector, the unattenuated power of the laser after the double              
slits is measured.  

2. The number of photons/meter is calculated from the unattenuated power measured in            
step one, and optical density filters are added such that there is less than 1 photon/meter 

3. The output polarizer D so that it is on the camera detector. The camera cooling is turned                 
on, and the image capture software is started. The shutter is opened and images can               
now be recorded 

4. First in conventional CCD mode, images are recorded of the resultant interference            
fringes under two different integration times and four different orders of magnitude            
attenuation (varied via optical density filter). For this experiment, 2, 3, 4, and 6 orders               
of attenuation were utilized under 20 ms and 200 ms integration times. It is important to                
capture an image that is beyond the signal-to-noise limitations of the conventional CCD             
(6 orders of magnitude for this experiment). 

5. Now at the limit of the conventional CCD, EM-CCD mode is engaged. A picture is               
taken at the limit of the conventional CCD (6 orders of magnitude) with the longer               
integration time. Then more orders of magnitude are added to come to the             
signal-to-noise limitations of the EM-CCD (7 orders of magnitude for this experiment) 

6. Now at the limit of the EM-CCD (7 orders of attenuation), EM-CCD kinetic             
accumulation mode is engaged. Images are captured under increasing number of           
accumulations. 

 
Experiment 3: Alignment of Mach-Zehnder Interferometer 
 
This small portion of the laboratory was dedicated to the alignment of a Mach-Zehnder              
Interferometer. As the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was an essential component to obtain           
interference in the Quantum Eraser experiment, alignment of this system was a valuable             
exercise. The following steps were followed: 
 

1. The system was first misaligned through the tip/tilt controls of the Mach-Zehnder            
mirrors.  

2. Tip/tilt controls were adjusted, seeking to overlap the beams from both arms of the              
interferometer at points near and far away from the interferometer output.  

3. When the arms are sufficiently overlapped, visible interference fringes can be noted            
simply by placing a piece of paper near the output of the interferometer. 

 
 

Results and Analysis:   
 

Experiment 1: Young’s Double Slit 
 
This portion of the laboratory investigated the classic “Young’s Double Slit” experiment. This             
was conducted by first utilizing a conventional CCD camera. It is important to note that the                
output of the polarizer contained less than 1 photon per meter. Less than 1 photon per meter was                  
obtained by first recording unattenuated power (69.3 +/- 18.5 nW). The number of photons per               
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meter was determined using (P*λ)/(d*h*c^2), where P is the unattenuated power (69.3 nW), λ is               
the wavelength (633 nm), d is the distance (1m), h is Plank’s constant (6.636e-34 Js), and c is the                   
speed of light (3e8 m/s). The calculated value was 704 photons/meter. Thus, to be less than a                 
single photon per meter, we attenuated the beam by around 3 orders of magnitude with optical                
density filters. Dark noise was also recorded at 8 +/- 0.5 nW. 
 

Figure 9: Images of single photon interference under varied integration times and            
attenuation. Integration time is listed above each image (20 ms on the top row or               
200 ms on the bottom row). Attenuation, which impacts incident photons/m, is            
also listed above each image, with more attenuation moving from left to right. 

 
As can be seen in Figure 9, single photon interference is recorded with the absence of                
“which-path” information. This investigates the wave-like nature of photons. It is important to             
note that both the integration time and incident photons/m affect the presentation of recorded              
fringes. Longer integration time leads to sharper contrast (especially apparent in the third             
column) and too large an amount of attenuation can result in no contrast/interference fringes at               
all. 
 
Another key component of this laboratory was investigating the properties of conventional            
versus EM-CCD cameras. To do this, attenuation was added to the system such that conventional               
CCD 200 ms integration time images could no longer discern a clear fringe pattern. This image                
can be seen in the bottom right corner of Figure 9 and below in Figure 10, where 6 orders of                    
attenuation have been added. From here, EM-CCD mode was engaged and an image was              
captured under the same integration time and attenuation. This image can be seen below in               
Figure 10: 
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Figure 10: (Left) image recorded utilizing a conventional CCD camera.          
(Right) image recorded utilizing an EM-CCD camera. Integration time         
was 200 ms for both images with an attenuation of 6 orders.  
 

Figure 10 demonstrates that under the same capture conditions, EM-CCD mode presents an             
image with a much larger degree of contrast. This is in line with theory which states                
conventional CCD images are hampered by signal to noise issues compared to EM-CCD images.              
Moreover, this is a clear demonstration of the advantages of the EM-CCD compared to a               
conventional CCD. 
 
This experiment sought to further push signal-to-noise barriers. In doing so, a image capture              
method was analyzed that provided even better contrast than the standard EM-CCD mode. This              
mode, known as accumulation mode, stitches together several images of the same integration             
time over a set time span. Attenuation was added to the system such that standard EM-CCD 200                 
ms integration time images could no longer discern a clear fringe pattern. This image can be seen                 
below in Figure 11, where 7 orders of attenuation have been added. From here, kinetic EM-CCD                
accumulation mode was engaged and images were captured under the same integration time and              
attenuation. These images can be seen below in Figure 11: 
 

 
Figure 11: From left to right: EM-CCD no accumulation, EM-CCD 10           
accumulations, EM-CCD 30 accumulations, and EM-CCD 100 accumulations.        
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All images were captured under the same 200 ms integration time and 7 order of               
magnitude attenuation. 

 
As can be seen in Figure 11 above, the use of accumulation mode allows for even better contrast                  
compared to standard EM-CCD mode. In addition, increased amounts of accumulations results in             
greater contrast. This is another method to reduce signal-to-noise restrictions. This method            
demonstrates the prefered capture protocol for single photon counting. 
 
Experiment 2: The Quantum Eraser 
 
In this portion of the laboratory, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer was utilized to conduct the              
classic “Quantum Eraser” experiment. A polarizer, placed at the output of the interferometer,             
was rotated through 10 degree increments, and an image was recorded after the polarizer.              
Initially, a classical CCD camera was utilized to record pictures at the output. These images               
demonstrated both wave-like (interference fringes) and particle-like characteristics dependent on          
the orientation of the polarizer. 
 
It is important to note that the output of the polarizer contained less than 1 photon per meter.                  
Less than 1 photon per meter was obtained by first recording unattenuated power (20.8 µW). The                
number of photons per meter was determined using (P*λ)/(d*h*c^2), where P is the unattenuated              
power (20.8 µW), λ is the wavelength (633 nm), d is the distance (1m), h is Plank’s constant                  
(6.636e-34 Js), and c is the speed of light (3e8 m/s). The calculated value was 2.208e5                
photons/meter. Thus, to be less than a single photon per meter, we attenuated the beam by 6                 
orders of magnitude with optical density filters. 
 
The 36 recorded images were processed in MATLAB and can be seen in Figure 12 below: 
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Figure 12: Images at output of quantum eraser as a function of polarizer angle in               
degrees. It can be seen that interference fringes are only clearly present at certain              
polarizer angles. The contrast between these fringes periodically increases and          
decreases. All images were recorded with a constant integration time of 200 ms             
under conventional CCD mode. Note, any radial distortions present in images can            
be contributed to diffraction artifacts imaging through the system. 

 
For all 36 recorded images, MATLAB was utilized to to perform a detailed analysis. Intensity               
values were collected through user input via grayscale pixel values, averaged over the maximum              
or minimum fringe. Fringe visibility was determined through V=(Imax-Imin)/(Imax+Imin), with          
three trials for each polarizer angle. Uncertainty was calculated using standard error. See             
Appendix A for the documented analysis code. The fringe visibility is presented in Figure 13               
below: 
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Figure 13: Fringe visibility as a function of polarizer angle (in degrees). The             
blue curve represents the calculated fringe visibility as a function of polarizer            
angle. The red curve represents a cos(theta)^2 function, scaled for our period            
and amplitude. The vertical blue bars represent standard error of the fringe            
visibility measurements. 

 
From Figure 13, it can be seen that there is an extrema every 45 degrees. This is consistent with                   
theory, which states that extrema will occur when there is equal amounts of both polarizations,               
which occurs at 45 degrees from both states. 
 
Another major portion of this lab was dedicated to the demonstration of conventional CCD              
cameras compared to EM-CCD cameras. The manner by which this was demonstrated was to              
position the polarizer at a point of maximum fringe contrast, as determined by the previous               
portion of the experiment (50 degrees was used). Optical density filters (now a total of 7 orders                 
of attenuation) were placed at the output of the polarizer, such that resultant images with the                
conventional CCD displayed no fringes where fringes were previously present. Under these same             
conditions (attenuation and integration time), the camera was switched into EM-CCD mode, and             
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an image was recorded. These images were processed in MATLAB and are presented in Figure               
14 below: 

 
Figure 14: (Left) image recorded utilizing a conventional CCD         
camera. (Right) image recorded utilizing an EM-CCD camera.        
Integration time was 200 ms for both images.  

 
It can be seen in Figure 14, that the almost indistinguishable fringe pattern taken with a                
conventional CCD (left) is brought into sharper contrast by the EM-CCD (right). This finding is               
consistent with CCD/EM-CCD theory, which outlines the signal-to-noise advantages of the           
EM-CCD. For this experiment, the EM-CCD image filters out more erroneous photon counts             
(noise) compared to the CCD. Thus, it is advantageous to utilize an EM-CCD when conducting               
single photon counting experiments. 
 
In addition, another fundamental portion of this laboratory was the investigation of            
“accumulation mode.” Accumulation mode allows for several images over set span of time to be               
recorded at a set integration time and then stitched together to form a sharper contrast image. For                 
this experiment, the camera was switch to EM-CCD kinetic capture accumulation mode. Images             
were recorded under two different accumulation levels from the same setup as the EM-CCD              
image presented in Figure 14. The resultant images are displayed in Figure 15 below: 
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Figure 15: (Left) image recorded utilizing an EM-CCD camera         
with 20 accumulations. (Right) image recorded utilizing an        
EM-CCD camera with 50 accumulations. Integration time was        
200 ms for both images. 
 

As can be seen in Figure 15, the images conducted under accumulation mode present even better                
contrast than the traditional EM-CCD image. Furthermore, the larger the accumulation, the            
greater the contrast-- the 50 accumulation image has superior contrast to the 20 accumulation              
image. This is yet another way to remove background noise. In particular, an EM-CCD camera               
utilizing accumulation mode is an ideal manner by which to conduct single photon counting              
experiments. 
 
Experiment 3: Alignment of Mach-Zehnder Interferometer 
 
This small portion of the laboratory was dedicated to the alignment of a Mach-Zehnder              
Interferometer. As the Mach-Zehnder interferometer was an essential component to obtain           
interference in the Quantum Eraser experiment, alignment of this system was a valuable             
exercise.  
 
The system was first misaligned through the tip/tilt controls of the Mach-Zehnder mirrors. From              
here, lab members sought to overlap the beams from both arms of the interferometer at points                
near and far away from the interferometer output. When the arms are sufficiently overlapped,              
visible interference fringes can be noted simply by placing a piece of paper near the output of the                  
interferometer. 
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Conclusion: 
 

This laboratory utilized the Young’s Double Slit and the Quantum Eraser experiment to validate              
the modern understanding of photons being in a quantum state that can manifest itself as a wave                 
or a particle depending upon the availability of “which-path” information. For cases when             
“which-path” information is available via a reliable measurement, photons lose their           
probabilistic nature and behave as classical particles. For cases when “which-path” information            
is not available via a reliable measurement, photons act as waves with an interference pattern               
related to the probability density. The fringe visibility is calculated and exhibits the expected              
cosine squared dependence with the angle of the analyzing polarizer. The image capture method              
with the best signal-to-noise ratio for single photon counting is determined to be the EM-CCD               
accumulation mode. This is determined as an EM-CCD accumulation mode produces images            
that exceed the limitations of the standard EM-CCD mode and exceeds the limitations of the               
conventional CCD. Lastly, experience is gained aligning a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.   
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periods and reviewed the results. 
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the Abstract, Introduction, Theoretical Background, Conclusion, and References. All group          
members finalized editing and formatting. 
 

Appendix A: Fringe Visibility MATLAB Analysis Code 
 
%Michael Dupuis  
%OPT 453 
%Lab 02 
%Fringe Visibility  
  
%variable definitions  
vis = zeros(1,35);  
stdvis = zeros(1,35);  
sterr = zeros(1,35);  
  
%iterating through all 36 pictures (0-350 degrees) in intervals of 10 deg.  
%This loop displays all images  
for i=1:36  
    %Automatically pulling images from file  
    degrees = (i-1)*10;  
    s = num2str(degrees);  
    string = ['conventional_200ms_',s,'deg.bmp'];  
    titlestring = [s,' degrees'];  
  
    holder = imread(string); %image  
  
    %Plotting all images in subplot  
    subplot(6,6,i), subimage(holder), title(titlestring)  
    axis off  
end 
  
%This loop calculates fringe visibility for all images based on user input  
for i=1:36  
    %Automatically pulling images from file  
    degrees = (i-1)*10;  
    s = num2str(degrees);  
    string = ['conventional_200ms_',s,'deg.bmp'];  
    titlestring = [s,' degrees'];  
  
    holder = imread(string); %image  
    figure(i+1)  
    imshow(holder)  
    title('Find Max')  
  
    %Fringe visibility calculations  
    %improfile allows collection of pixel values along user defined line  
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    %Finding max:  
    maxG1 = improfile  
    maxG2 = improfile  
    maxG3 = improfile  
    averageMax = (mean(maxG1)+mean(maxG2)+ mean(maxG3))/3; %average max value  
    stdMax = ((std(maxG1)+std(maxG2)+std(maxG3))/3); %standard deviation of max  
    close(i+1)  
  
    %Finding min:  
    figure(i+1)  
    imshow(holder)  
    title('Find Min')  
    minG1 = improfile  
    minG2 = improfile  
    minG3 = improfile  
    averageMin = (mean(minG1)+mean(minG2)+mean(minG3))/3; %average min value  
    stdMin = ((std(minG1)+std(minG2)+std(minG3))/3); %standard deviation of min  
  
    %Final vis calcuation for that polarizer angle:  
    vis(1,i) = (averageMax-averageMin)/(averageMax+averageMin);  
    stdvis(1,i) = ((stdMax-stdMin)/(stdMax+stdMin));  
    sterr(1,i)=stdvis(1,i)/sqrt(3);  
    close(i+1)  
end 
  
%Plotting fringe visibility:  
figure 
plot((0:10:350),vis,'b')  
hold on 
x=(0:0.01:340);  
plot(x,((cosd((x/0.5)+70)).^2)*.3+.1,'r')  
errorbar((0:10:350),vis,sterr*.1,'bo');  
title('Fringe Visibility')  
xlabel('Polarizer Angle (degrees)')  
ylabel('Average Fringe Visibility')  
legend('Average Fringe Visibility','cos(theta)^2','location','eastoutside')  

 
 
 
 




